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ABSTRACT.   Let  X  be a complex Hausdorff locally convex topological

linear space and  L(X)   the family of all continuous linear operators on   X.   This

paper discusses the generation and perturbation theory for  Cq   semigroups

{$(£): £ > 0} C L(X)   such that for each continuous seminorm  p   on   X there

exist a positive number  o_   and a continuous seminorm q   on   X with  p(S(X)x) <

e°P q(x)   for all   % > 0   and  x e X

These semigroups are studied by means of a realization of  X  as a projective

limit of Banach spaces, using certain naturally-defined operators and   Cq   semi-

groups on these Banach spaces to connect the present results to the classical Hille-

Yosida-Phillips theory.

Introduction. Strongly continuous one-parameter semigroups of operators

(hereafter, C0  semigroups) on complex Hausdorff locally convex topological

linear spaces (hereafter les) have been discussed by many authors under varying

restrictions.  First, Schwartz [10] imposed the hypothesis of global equicontinuity

({S(£): £ ^ 0} equicontinuous in L(X)) which he employed to recapture the

integral representation of the resolvent of the infinitesimal generator, thus reducing

the treatment essentially to the classical situation in the Banach space.  Other

authors (e.g. Miyadera [6], Yosida [13], Komatsu [3], Moore [7], [8]) have also

discussed various classes of C0  semigroups on les retaining one form of global

equicontinuity or the other. Waelbroeck [12] studied a class of C°°  semigroups

in algebras with complete bounded structure, using a notion of "asymptotic re-

solvent" and his operational calculus which typically applies to locally equicontinuous
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semigroups on an les whose infinitesimal generators are continuous. The recent

paper of Komura [4], in effect, removes this restriction on the generator, treating

general locally equicontinuous semigroups by means of vector-valued distribution

theory and "distribution resolvents."  Öuchi [9] has just published an article

simplifying considerably Komura's work rather in the spirit of Waelbroeck's

"asymptotic resolvent" ideas.  In these last three papers, the classical resolvent of

an operator is not necessarily present, and the replacements for it are of a suffi-

ciently technical nature that their application to the examples that arise in practice

seems unnecessarily clumsy and inefficient.

In this paper, we introduce a class of semigroups which nontrivially general-

izes the globally equicontinuous classes discussed in the first six references mentioned

above, yet is considerably more tractable by classical methods than the locally

equicontinuous semigroups considered by Waelbroeck, Komura and Ouchi.  Our

semigroups, called (C0, 1)  semigroups, can be characterized as C0  semigroups

{$(%)'■ % > 0} on X such that for each continuous seminorm p on X there

exist a positive number a    and a continuous seminorm q  on X satisfying

p(S(£)x) < e°Piq(x)  for all x G X and  % > 0*

As an example, consider the Fréchet space X = S = S(R) of all rapidly

decreasing test functions whose topology is determined by the seminorms   {pmn}

defined as follows.  Let

(Mf)(x) = */(*),      (Df)(x) = £ f(x) and  11/ II = (fR |/(*)|2 dxf.

Then pmn(f) = llMmD"/ll  for all m, n > 0. Consider the group  G= {S(£):

-oo<£<oo} defined by (S(!-)f)(x) = fieh) for all /G S. Note that

Pm„(W) = e("-m-'/2)çPm„(/).  G is a (C0, 1) group but for no  co < °° is

{e-uj|?lS(£): |£|>0} equicontinuous.  The improper integral ÍQe~K%S(%Yd%

is not convergent for any  X and the infinitesimal generator x d/dx  of G does

not have a resolvent in  S. Note further than the adjoint of a (C0, 1) group

need not be  (C0, 1)  even on reflexive spaces.  For example, the adjoint  G* of

G is not of class (C0, 1).  (Details for these claims are supplied in §5 below.)

Although mathematical tradition permits mathematics for its own sake, with-

out demanding applicability as a necessary index of value, the pertinence of the

results presented below to other areas of mathematics forms part of the basis for

its interest.  Operator semigroup theory on Banach spaces has played an important

role in the development of the theory of partial differential equations on Banach

spaces.  An les being a more natural domain for a differential operator, partial

differential equations are being currently studied on les, e.g. spaces of continuous

functions, test functions and distributions with nonnormable  les  topology. It is

therefore in order to extend the Banach space theory of operator semigroups to
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the les case so as to make it adequately available for application to partial differ-

ential equations at this level.

1. Preliminaries. We take   {pa: a G A} as a saturated family of continuous

seminorms on X such that the family   {eVa: a E A, e > 0},   (Fa = {x EX:

paix) < 1}),    is a base of neighborhoods at the origin for the topology of X.

1.1 Definition.  £a(X) denotes the family of linear operators  T: X—*■ X

such that there exist positive numbers XaT with

(1.2) TVacK,TVa  fora11 aGA-

Note that every  TELA (X) is continuous and is such that

(1.3) PjTx) < \<TpJx) for all xEX and a G A.

Furthermore, it is not difficult to see that the family of linear operators  T: X —►

X such that there exist complex or real numbers Xa T with  TVa C X^ TVa

for all a € A  is identical with LAiX), since each  Va  is balanced.  It follows

that £A iX) satisfies the definition of the family L(U¡, U¿) defined in [5, p. 66].

Thus with addition defined pointwise and multiplication by composition, £ A (X)

becomes an algebra.

Now, for each pa E {pa: a E A},  the real-valued function Pa  on L^iX),

defined by

Pa(T) = ini{Xay. paiTx) < ^jpjx) for all x E X]

O-4) =        sup        PaiTx),
xex,pa(x)<i

is a seminorm with the additional property that

(1.5) PJXi T2) < £a(r, )PaiT2),      TX,T2ELK (X).

It is also true, from (1.3) and (1.4), that

(1.6) PaiTx)<PaiT)paix)  foraU  TELk{X),      aGA   and xEX.

Set

0-7) Ja={TELAiX):TVaCVa}.

As in [5, Definition A. 3, p. 67] we impose on £A (X) the topology having the

family

]e M ta/: e > 0, a; G A, m is finite [
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as base of neighborhoods at the origin.  Observe that

(10) ya={TGLA(X):Pa(T)<l}.

Thus the topology on LA(X) is defined by the family   {Pa: a G A} of semi-

norms on L^(X). Now from [5, Proposition 2.4(j)] under this topology L^(X)

becomes a Hausdorff locally multiplicatively-convex topological algebra.  We shall

understand LA(X) to mean this topological algebra in the sequel. LA(X) is

complete if X is complete [5, Proposition A. 4].

We next consider other spaces Xa  and L(Xa).

For each a, let xa  be the coset of x in the quotient space X/p~ ' (0).

Put

(1.10) \lxj = pa(x) for each x G X.

So defined   II -II  is a norm on X/p~l(Q). Under the topology induced by   II • II

the normed linear space formed by the elements of Xjp~l(Q) is denoted by Xa.

For each a  the natural homomorphism  7ra   of X onto Xa,  defined by

Ta(x) = xa  for each xGX, is continuous.

We shall next relate LA(X) to the uniform norm algebra L(Xa).  First note

that as a consequence of (1.3)

(1.11) TGLA(X) implies l\p¿l(P)) C p~l(ß) for each a G A.

1.12 Proposition.   Let a G A, and let SGLK(X).  Then the operator

sa: xa **■ Xa> defined by Saxa = (Sx)a, xa G Xa, is in L(Xa).

Proof.  Suppose (x - y) G p~ ' (0). Then

Sa(x - y)a = (S(x - y))a = (0)a

by (1.11). Also

(S(x - y))a = (Sx - Sy)a = (Sx)a - (Sy)a = Saxa - Saya.

Thus Saxa = Saya, that is Sa  is well defined. Now since SGLA(X),

pa(Sx) <Pa(S)pa(x) for all xGX (see (1.6)). Then from the definition of Sa

and (1.10) we have

IIVJI ■ KSx)J = Pa(Sx) < Pa(S)Pa(x) = Pa(S)\\xJ

for all xaGXa. Therefore Sa  is bounded on Xa.

Linearity of Sa  is a consequence of the linearity of S and the natural

homomorphism 7ra, and the proof is complete.
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For convenience, call an operator S: £>(5) C X —» X which is such that,

for each a,  the operator Sa: 7ra(£>(S)) —*■ Xa, given by S0lxa = iSx)a,   xa E

7ra(Z>(5)), is well defined, a compartmentalized operator (w.r.t. {pa: a G A}).

Thus S G £A (X)  is a compartmentalized operator.  Moreover, for S E £A(X),

Sa  is uniquely extensible to a bounded linear operator Sa on the completion

Xa   of Xa  such that

Il5all= II5QII=    sup   H5a^all = Pa(S).
l*aKl

Finally we identify £A(A) with projective families of operators.

Now order the index set  A  by a> a iff Va C Va>. Define, for a > a',

an operator ira'a: Xa—> Xa-  by ita>aixa) - xa>. ita'a  is a continuous homo-

morphism of Xa  onto Xa'. Consequently it can be uniquely extended to a con-

tinuous homomorphism TTa'a  of Xa   into Xa-.   Like this,   {Xa:aEA} isa

projective family of Banach spaces and its projective limit is X.

Suppose, in general, that   {Za: a G A} is a projective family of Banach

spaces with  A  upward directed by  ">".  Let 7rafJ: Zß—> Za   (ß > a), be the

associated continuous maps satisfying n^nay = n      iß > a, y > ß). Denote by

Z the projective limit (endowed with the projective topology), where, for each

zEZ, 7ra(z) = za  and nßaiza) = zß  (a> ß). Z is a complete les. Call a

projective family of Banach spaces saturated if every finite product of members is

still a member. We shall always assume that our projective family of Banach spaces

is saturated. There is no restriction on the projective limit in so doing.  Otherwise,

for each finite subset A  of A,  define pA   by

pAiz) = max IUq.II  for all z G Z.
a&A

The Z¿s can then be included in the projective family without changing the

projective limit, thus obtaining a saturated projective family. Note that {Xa:

a G A} above satisfies our requirement of being saturated.

For each a G A, let Sa  be a linear operator from DiSa) C Za  into Za.

Call   {Sa: a G A} a (saturated) projective family of operators iff for Zß G £»(5^)

and ß > a, Sa(TraßZß) = iraßiSßZß).  For such a family define S on the projec-

tive limit DiS) of  {DiSa): a G A} by itJSz) = SJit^z) for z G DCS) and

a G A. Call 5 the projective (operator) limit of  {5a:aGA}. S is a linear

operator.  If, for each a, Sa E LiZa) then S E £A (Z).  Moreover the family

{Sa: a G A} associated with S E £A (X) above is projective and its limit is S.

We conclude this section with a theorem.

1.13 Theorem. Let X be a complete les.  Then there is a 1-1 natural
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correspondence between L A (X)-operators and projective families of bounded

linear operators on Banach spaces.

Proof.  The correspondence is nothing but the correspondence between

(saturated) projective families of bounded linear operators on Banach spaces and

their limits. That it is 1-1 is a consequence of the requirement that the projective

families be saturated.

2.  Definition and basic properties of (C0, 1) semigroups.

2.1 Definition.   A family   {5(£): % > 0} C L(X) is called a C0  semi-

group in X iff

(1) 5(| + t?)x = S(H)(S(ri)x) for all %, r? > 0  and x G X;

(2) S(0)x = x  for all x G X;

(3) lim^Q+Sd)* = x for all x G X.

It is called an ¿A (ï)-operator semigroup of class (C0, 1) ((C0, 1)  semigroup

for short) iff, in addition, for each a and each positive number S, there exists

a positive number X = X(a, {5(f): 0 < f < 6 }) such that

S($)Va C\Va,      0 < % < S.

2.2 Definition. A family {5©: - °° < % < °°} C L(X) is called a C0

group in X iff

(1) 5(£ + n)x = S(£)(S(v)x) for all - °° < %, rj < °° and xG X;

(2) 5(0)x = jc  for all x G X;

(3) limt^0+5(|)x = *  for all x G X.

It is a (C0, 1)  group iff, in addition,   {5(£): - °° < | < °°} C ¿A (X).

The next three theorems link the  (C0, 1) (semi)group with the well-known

C0 (semi)group in Banach spaces.

2.3 Theorem. Suppose {5(£): £ > 0} is an L¿(X)-operator semigroup

of class (Cq, 1). Then, for each a, the family {Sa(%): | > 0} is a C0 semi-

group in the Banach space Xa.

Proof.  Let a G A  be arbitrary but fixed. Now for any xa G Xa,

Sa(H + t?K = (5(| + V)x)a = Sa(^)(S(n)x)a = Sa(ï)Sa(v)xa.

Moreover for any xaG Xa,  there exists a sequence   {xa(n)} C Xa  with

xa(n) —* xa  as « —» °°. Therefore, by the continuity of 5a(f ) (f > 0),

S<& + «Ö*« ■   "m 5a(£ + n)xa(«) =   lim Sa(H)Sa(v)xa(n)

= Sa(ï) Hm Sa(V)xa(n) = 5a(?)5a(7í) Um xa(n) = Sa(!-)Sa(r,$a,
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which is 2.1(1). Similarly we have 2.1(2),

SaiO)x~a = xa   for all xa G Xa.

Now consider 2.1(3).  For each x E X, \im^0+Si%)x - x.   Hence

(3') Mm   S(É)xa = *a,      xaEXa.

Further  Il5a(«:)ll = PJS^)) is bounded in each interval   [0,6], 0 < 5 < °°

(consequence of 1.3, 1.4 and 2.1).  A  3-e  argument then shows that (3) holds

and the proof is complete.

2.4 Theorem.   Suppose   {S(%): — °° < £ < °°} is a (C0, 1) group.   Then

for each a,  the family   {5a(£): — °° < £ < °°} is a C0 group in the Banach

space Xa.

Proof.  As in the foregoing proof,

(1) S_aa + VK_= 4a>Sa07K, - °° < |, V < °° and xa E Xa;

(2) Sai0)xa = xa, xaEXa;

(3) lim^Q+Sa^)xa = *a. *o-GXo-

Now (l)-(3) imply that for each xa E Xa, the vector-valued function Sai ■ )xa

is strongly continuous on (— °°, °°) and so strongly measurable there. Since Xa

is dense in Xa and Sai%) is bounded for each %, then for each xa E Xa,

Sai ■ )xa is everywhere the strong limit of strongly measurable functions. Hence

itself is strongly measurable [2, Theorem 3.5.4(3)]. Therefore ll5a(Ç)ll is bound-

ed in some neighborhood of the origin [2, Lemma 10.2.1]. Again as in the fore-

going proof we conclude that lim^0+SaiÇ)xa = xa for all xa G Xa and the

proof is complete.

The group analogue of ensuing theorems will be obvious and as such will not

be stated.

We call   {SJX) e Liza): OiE A, % > 0} a projective family of C0  semi-

groups on Banach spaces Za  iff, for each % > 0,   {Saig): a G A} is a projective

family and, for each a,   {5a(|): % > 0} is a C0   semigroup on the Banach space

Za.  Let   {S(£): % > 0} be the limit (in the obvious sense) of such a family.  Let

x EX and   %, tj > 0.  Then by the definition of projective limit and the linearity

of na,

*tt(S(£ +n)x- S®S(ri)x) = $«(! + *?K " Sa{&5tt(Ti)xa = 0,      a G A.

Thus 5(| + r))x = Si£)S(r))x.   Similarly  lim^0+5(|)x = x.   Now by the Banach

space C0  semigroup property there exists aa  such that
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p*(s(.m d= Kwmi = isa(&<J < e<TaiX« < e°**Pa(x).

We conclude therefore that   {5(£): % > 0} is a (C0, 1)  semigroup.

2.5 Theorem.   There is a   1-1  correspondence between (C0, 1)  semi-

groups on complete les and projective families of CQ  semigroups on Banach

spaces such that, if A  is the infinitesimal generator of a (C0, 1) semigroup and

{Aa} is the family of generators associated with the corresponding C0  semigroups,

then   {Aa} is a projective family and its limit is A.

Proof.   It is clear from above and Theorem 2.3 that a semigroup is (C0, 1)

in a complete les iff it is the limit of a projective family of Banach space C0

semigroups.  Now the correspondence between a projective family   {Sa(£): £ > 0,

a G A} of Banach space C0  semigroups and its limit,   (5(£): £ > 0}  say, is 1-1

(cf. Theorem 1.13). Therefore the first part follows. Now let Aa  generate

{Sa(C):£>0}  and A  generate   {5(f): |>0}. For xaGD(Aa) and u>a,

Va^AJ-Va    llm,-1-=    ,lm.Va-1-]
£-*0+ « £->0 + \ 5 /

^'(DV _ *<*'
=    hm-= AaXa:

£-o+ «

Hence   {Aa} is a projective family.  Similar arguments show that -na(Ax) =

Aaxa  for all xGD(A). Therefore, if the limit of  {Aa} is A'  then AC A'.

Suppose x G D(A'). Then

(S(ï)x-X \     II    (SQfrc-x

-Ï- Aaxc*j -" 0

as ?—>-0+. Hence xG£)(4).  It follows that A = A'  which proves the second

and final part of the theorem.

We say that a (C0, 1)  semigroup is of "type   {coa: a G A}" iff the cjq's

are the types [2, p. 306] of the associated Banach space CQ  semigroups.  In

particular, we say it is of "bounded type  co" if there exists a fixed real number

co such that supacoa = co.

The following theorem becomes immediate.

2.6 Theorem.   Let a family   {5(£): £ > 0} be_a C0 semigroup in X.

Then it is an L^(X)-operator semigroup of class (C0, 1) iff there exist sets

{Ma: a G A} and   {oa: a G A} of real numbers such that a G A implies
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PaiSiH)x)<Maea<xlipaix) for all i= > 0 and x E X.

Moreover, a (C0, 1) semigroup is strongly continuous on   [0, °°).

Now consider the semigroup   {5(£): % > 0}  defined as follows:

2.7 Definition. {5(1): % > 0} is a family of continuous linear operators

on X into itself such that

(1) {5(|): % > 0}  is a semigroup of class (C0) in X;

(2) for each continuous seminorm p on X there exist a nonnegative

number ap  and a continuous seminorm q  on X such that p(5(£)x) < e°P qix)

for all £>0 and xEX.

2.8 Theorem (cf. [7, Theorem 4] ).   {5(£): Ç > 0} C £(X) is a semi-

group of Definition 2.7 iff it is an LAiX)-operator semigroup of class (C0, 1).

Suppose   {p'a: a G A} is the family of all continuous seminorms on X

and on> = aa is as given in Definition 2.7.  Then a suitable family   {p„: a 6 A]

of continuous seminorms giving rise to £A(X) can be constructed by defining

for each a G A and all x E X,

paix) = sup p'aie-°atSim-

Proof. The "if part is clear. Now suppose G= {5(£): % > 0} is a semi-

group of Definition 2.7. Then {pa: a G A} defined in the theorem gives rise to

an £A(X) which is such that

Paisi$)x) < e°aiPaix),     a S A, % > 0, x € X.

Thus, by Theorem 2.6, G is of class (C0, 1).

Remark.   A C0  semigroup on a complete les is equicontinuous (resp.

quasi-equicontinuous) iff it is the projective limit of contraction (resp. equi-quasi-

bounded) C0  semigroups on Banach spaces.

3. Generators and resolvents in a (C0, 1) semigroup.

3.1 Definition. Let X be an les and let   {5(£): % > 0} be a C0  semi-

group in X.  The infinitesimal generator A   of  {5(£): 1^0}  is defined as

Ax= lhnS-^LUL
1-0+     S

whenever the limit exists, the domain DCA) of A  being the set of x E X for

which the limit exists.

In the case where   {5(£): % > 0} is a (C0, 1) semigroup, denote by Âa

the infinitesimal generator of the corresponding semigroup   {Sai£): % > 0}.
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This section deals with the infinitesimal generator A   of a (C0, 1)  semi-

group and its relationship with the Aa's.

3.2 Proposition. Let X bean les and let G= {5(|): \ > 0} be a

(C0, 1) semigroup with infinitesimal generator A and of type {coa: a G A}

then

(1) A  is a closed linear operator;

(2) if X is (sequentially) complete then the domain D(A) of A   is dense

in X;

(3) for each a, Aa  is a closable linear operator in Xa, the resolvent

R(X;Äa) (X > coa) of its closure (i.e., its minimum closed extension) Äa  exists

and there exists Ma such that

\\[R(\, Äa)]k\\ <Ma(k - oa)-k,      X > oa > coa.

Proof.  Consider (1) and (2). Note that (a), by definition, G is a C0

semigroup and (b), for each x G X, S( ■ )x is continuous on   [0, °°).  The rest

of the proof for (1) and (2) is well known.  See for instance [4, pp. 260-262].

Now consider (3).  Observe that Aa D Aa  and Aa, being the infinitesimal

generator of a C0  semigroup in Xa,   is closed.  Hence Aa  is closable in Xa

and Aa D Aa. It is known that Aa satisfies (3) so if we show that Aa = Aa

then the proof is complete. We only need show that D(Aa) D D(Aa) to do this.

Now for, X>cja, the resolvent RÇX;Aa)  of Aa exists and is given by

R(k; Za)x-a = J V^5a(j:)x; d%,      xa G Xa.

Thus by an argument of Hille if xa G D(Aa), then R(k; Aa)xa G D(Àa) and

ÂaRÇX;Aa)xa = Xxa - xa. D(Aa) is dense in Xa. Hence by the closure prop-

erty of Àa and the continuity of RÇX; Aa), xa G Xa implies R(X; Aa)xa G

D(Äa). Thus R(\;Aa)XaCD(Äa). But R(\; Aa)Xa = D(Aa). Therefore the

proof is complete.

It is now clear that, in a complete les, Äa  can replace Aa.

3.3 Theorem.   Let X be a complete les and let   {5(1;): % > 0} be a

(C0, 1) semigroup, having A as its infinitesimal generator.  Suppose further that

the semigroup is of bounded type co.   Then the operator RÇK; A) (X > co)

defined by

R(X; A)x = PVAi;5(£p: d\     (x G X),
j o

is the resolvent of A for X>cj.  Moreover (1) R(\;A) (X > co) is an L^(X)-

operator; (2) Ra(\;A) = R(X; Aa) (X > co, a G A) and (3)  there exists a set

{Ma: a G A} of positive numbers such that
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Pai[RiX; A)]") = II[RiX; Äa)]" II <Ma(X - co0)~n

for all a G A, X > co0 > co and n = 1, 2, 3, • • • .

Proof.  The proof of the first part follows similar arguments as for the

equicontinuous C0  semigroup case [13, p. 240]. We consider (1), (2), (3).  As

a (C0, 1) semigroup having bounded type  co we have each RiX;Äa) (X>

co0 > co, a G A), is bounded with   \\[R(X; Äa)] " II < MaÇX - co0)_", « = 1,2,

3, • • • . Now since, for a G A, X > co  and x EX, we have

na(R(X; A)x) = t^J V^5(;f)x dt) = jVxeSa(8xa di- = R(X; la)xa,

it is easy to see that (1), (2), (3) hold.

4. Generation of (C0, 1) semigroups. Before we establish in this section

the Hille-Yosida-Phillips theorem for (C0, 1) semigroups, we first state a lemma

needed in its proof.

4.1 Lemma. Let A  be a compartmentalized operator such that, for each

a, Aa  is closable and its closure Äa has the resolvent RÇX; Äa) (X > coa).

Then  tt^^RÇK; A~a)xa) = R(X; A~¿)xa'  whenever a>a',xa EXa and X>

max(coa, coa>).

Proof.  Let a>a, xa EXa   and X> max(coa, coa-)- Then by the

continuity of 7ra' and the resolvent equation,

iXI - Äa')na'aiR(X; Äa)xa) = na'a(iXI - Äa)R(X;Äa)xa) = ira-a(xa) = xa>.

Thus 77a'a(£:(X; Ä^^) = ÇXI - Äa')~lxa- = R(X; Äa')xa>  which is the lemma.

4.2 Theorem (Hille-Yosida-Phillips). Let X be a complete les. A

necessary and sufficient condition for a closed linear operator A to be the in-

finitesimal generator of a unique (C0, 1) semigroup is that

(1) the domain DiA) of A  is dense in X;

(2) A is a compartmentalized and for each a G A the operator Aa is

closable in Xa;

(3) for each aGA  there exist positive numbers oa,Ma  such that the

resolvent R(X; Äa) of the closure   Äa    of   Aa   satisfies the condition

\\[RiX;Äa)]"\\ <MaiX - aa)-" for all X > aa and n = 1, 2, 3, • • • .

Proof.  The necessity has been established in Theorem 3.2. We now con-

sider the sufficiency.  For each a, Äa  is well defined since Aa  is closable.  Now

D(Äa) is dense in Xa. Therefore with condition (3) it is well known that
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-  ßi)k[XR(k;Aa)]k_
exp(- X|) Z -r.-*« ■ S<x>(8*a

fc=o "•

say, is convergent for each xaG Xa,  £ > 0  and X > aa; and that Äa  is the

infinitesimal generator of a unique semigroup   {5a(|): % > 0}  of class (C0) in

Xq, given by

5a(£)*a = lim S^QÏ«  for all xa GXa, %> 0.

Let a>a' and i^GX^. By Lemma 4.1, 7ra'a(Ä(X;.4^)*^) = R(\;Aa-)x¿

for X > maxicjQ,, coa'). Since, in addition, tt^: Xa —► Xa< is continuous it

follows that for each % > 0

VdtoJ" VaftolS^)^ = Urn (ïa.a(Sax)(oxtt))

= Urn S^>(S)xa. = Sa.(!Oxa>.

Therefore   {5a(£): % > 0, a G A}  is a projective family of C0  semigroups on

Banach spaces Xa's,  and so, by Theorem 2.5, it is associated with a unique

(C0, 1) semigroup   {5(£): % > 0} whose infinitesimal generator is the projective

operator limit of  {-4a: a G A} which is A.  Now suppose A  generates another

(C0, 1) semigroup   {5'(£): £ > 0}. Then by Theorem 2.5 it is associated with

another projective family   {5^(£)}  of C0  semigroups whose family of generators

{A'ß} must be distinct from   {Aa}   since the Hille-Yosida-Phillips theorem for

Banach space C0  semigroups asserts that C0  semigroups are uniquely generated.

We conclude that the generator of  {5'(£): £ > 0} which is the projective limit

of  {A'ß} is distinct from A  since we are dealing with distinct saturated projec-

tive families.  Hence A  generates a unique  (C0, 1)  semigroup and the proof is

complete.

4.3 Lemma.  77je projective limit of closed operators is closed.

Proof.   Let A  be the projective limit of a family   {Aa}  of closed oper-

ators. Now (A  is closed) if (whenever  3   a net x(ß) —► x with Ax(ß) —► y

then Ax = y) if (whenever 3   a net x(ß) with xa(ß) —*■ xa  and Aaxa(ß) —►

ya  then Aaxa = ya V a) if (Aa  is closed for each a); which proves the

lemma.

4.4 Theorem. A linear operator A  is the infinitesimal generator of a

(C0, 1) semigroup on a complete les iff it is the projective limit of generators

of C0 semigroups in Banach spaces.

Proof.  Observe that the generators of C0  semigroups in Banach spaces
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are closed. The theorem is now an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.2 and

Lemma 4.3.

4.5 Corollary.  A linear operator A generates an equicontinuous iresp.

quasi-equicontinuous) C0  semigroup on a complete les iff it is the projective

limit of generators of contraction iresp. equi-quasi-bounded) C0  semigroups on

Banach spaces.

5. A perturbation theorem.  In this section we treat the perturbation of the

infinitesimal generator of an £A(X)-operator semigroup of class (C0, 1) by an

£A(X)-operator .

By the theory of perturbation for semigroups in Banach spaces developed by

Phillips and the fact that the (C0, 1) semigroup   {5(£): % > 0} = {5(£, A): £ > 0}

is such that, for each a G A,   {5a(£): % > 0} = {5a(|; Aa): % > 0}  is a C0

semigroup in the Banach space Xa ;  we have the following lemma which we shall

require in the proof of the perturbation theorem.

5.1 Lemma. Let   {Si%;A): £ > 0} be an L¿fX)-operator semigroup of

class (C0, 1) with infinitesimal generator A.  Let £G£A(X). For each a set

& a 101 «Ä = SjjH ¿Ä       6 > °   and  ** G Xa >

ôaln]i%)xa = ¡I sa{i - r;Äa)Baaa{n_lj(j¡)xadf,

% > 0   in = 1, 2, 3, • • • ), and xa E Xa.

Then, for each  n,  ¿7ai„i(?)  is strongly continuous in  %  (| > 0). Further

iA + B)a = Äa + Ba generates a  CQ  semigroup   {Sa(%;Äa + Ba): % > 0}

given by

DO

sait,Âa+sa)='Eàa[n]m,   £>o,
n=0

the series being uniformly absolutely convergent with respect to  % in each finite

interval.

We now have the perturbation theorem.

5.2 Theorem.   Let   {Si%;A): % > 0} be an LAiX)-operator semigroup of

class (C0, 1) with infinitesimal generator A.  Suppose £G£A(Z). Set

G[0](JO = 5(a      %>0;

Gln]i®x = ¡\S{% - í;A)BG[n_1]^)xd^,

xEX, %>0 and n= 1, 2, 3, • •    .
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Then A+B defined on D(A)  is also the infinitesimal generator of an  L^(X)-

operator semigroup   {S(%;A + B): % > 0} of class (CQ, 1) given by

oo

S(S;A+B)= lG[(l](9,      £>0,
n=0

the series being uniformly absolutely convergent with respect to  % in each finite

interval.

Proof.   By Lemma 5.1, (A + B)a    generates the    C0    semigroup

SattMa+5a) = Z-=0oatlljß)  in Xa. Since 5(|)  and B belong to LA(X)

and  TTßa  (a > ß) is continuous, an induction on «  shows that whenever,  % > 0,

xaGXa   and a>0,

Consequently

^a(5a(£; Ia + Ba)xa) - ¿Ô     ,d)S# = 5ß(?; ̂  + 5^.
n=0

Therefore   {5(£; /la + Z?a): £ > 0, a G A}  is a projective family of Banach space

C0  semigroups.  The projective limit is the  (C0, 1) semigroup,   {S(%;A + B):

£ > 0}  say, whose infinitesimal generator is A+B, the projective limit of

Now set

(5.3) <?(£)= ¿G(;l](£),      £>0.
n=0

Let   {coa:aGA} be the type of  {5(£): £ > 0} with   {oa:aGA}  suchthat

aa > coa.

With the aid of Lemma 5.1, the usual L¿,(X) argument and induction tech-

nique we have for n = 0, 1, 2, • • • , <?[„](£) is in L^(X) and strongly contin-

uous on   [0, °°), with

PcSßln]G» < Ma(MaPa(B)nn exp (oJ)/n\  for all a G A, £ > 0;

and

£[«]«(*)-£«[„]«)  for all <*GA   and  £ > 0.

Thus the series (5.3) is majorized with respect to each seminorm Pa  (a G A) by

the series expansion of Maexp(vai) where  va = aa + MaPa(B). The series

(5.3) is therefore uniformly absolutely convergent in each finite interval.
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Moreover, for each a G A, % > 0  and x EX,

oo oo

*«(<?(*)*) = Z*a(G[* ](£)*)= ZcwA
rt = 0 M=0

oo oo

=   Z G[n]ai^)Xa =  £ £«{„1(0*0 = ^të-^a + ^aXr
n=0 «=0

Therefore G(£) = Sfê;A + B) and the proof is complete.

6. Examples and applications. Observe that Sobolev's lemma and the usual

embedding of S  in C°(T) for T the   1-torus shows that the L2  estimates

Pmn (see Introduction) yield the same topology on  S  as the usual sup-norm

estimates.  Now consider, in more detail, the generator A = MD = x d/dx  which

is the vector field on  R (associated with the group of dilations on the line and

the associated operator group  G= {5(£): £ > 0}  defined by  (5(£)f")(.x) = fie^x).

By routine change of variables,   Il5(|)f"ll = e_V4?ll/ll  and by the chain rule,

D»Sfâf m e"^)D"f, while MmS(%)f= e'^Si^Tf so that pm„(5(aO =
e(n-m-lA)$p  jf.   That is,  an      = n - m - lA is the best possible exponential

growth rate for pm„, so 5(£) is clearly of class (C0, 1) on  S  but for no

co<°° is   {e~w'%(£): — °°< £ < °°}  equicontinuous.

It is clear that  G has no Laplace transform in  S.  Its infinitesimal generator

has no resolvent either. Reason.   Xu - Au — 0 => u = 0.  Thus Qd - A)~l   ex-

ists.  However,

d
Xu- Au=f=> Xuix) - XfaUix) = Ax)

Thus

•«(» = -*M Js~(X+ ̂fix) dx + const).

DÜXI - A)'1) C B   =   {/G S: 30 < S < °°, |*| <ô^f\x) = 0}.

2 2
Now take gix) - e~x    and any /G £.  Then  \fix) - e_* |x=0 = 1. Hence

suP*eR,/Gñl./T*) — e~X 1^1. which implies D(iXI - A)~l)  is not dense in  S.

Hence the lack of resolvent of A.

Unlike the globally or locally equicontinuous C0  semigroup, the adjoint of

a (C0, 1)  semigroup need not be of class (C0, 1) even on reflexive spaces.  For

convenience consider the (C0, 1) semigroup  G_ = {5( — £): % > 0} which is

the left half of the group G. S'  is the dual of 3  and </, /'> is the usual inner

product on  S x S'. f'n  (n = 0, 1, 2, • • •)  defined by if, f'„) = j~Kx2nfix)dx

(f ES) arein  S'   [11, p. 95].  By a suitable change of variables,
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K/, 5*(- £)/;>| d=f |(5(- £)/,/;>! = | JR*2"(5(- £)/)(*)<&

= é2n+mi\fRx2"f(x)dx\ = e(2n+1Hf,0\.

Set f0(x) = e~x     We assert that the weakly continuous seminorm p( • ) =

|</0, • >|  on  S'  is such that there is no fixed number a and a weakly contin-

uous seminorm q  on  S'  with p(S*(- %)f') < eoiq(f) V£, /'.  Suppose the

contrary.  Then <7(/ñ) > e(2n+1_a)tp(0 V V, £•  But p(/^) ± 0 V "■   Hence

o(/^) is infinitely large if n> (a - l)/2 which is absurd. Thus the adjoint of

G_ is not of class (C0, 1)  if S'  carries the weak topology or, a fortiori, the

strong topology.

We now display the easy application of Theorem 4.2 by using it to show

that x d/dx generates a (C0, 1)  semigroup on S.  Observe that if (f,g)mn =

(AFLVf, MmDng) then Amn = A - « + m + *4  satisfies (Amnf g)mn =

— (f, Amng)mn, whence it follows easily on the quotient Hubert spaces that

ll(X - Amn)-1 II < lÄgiX)!-1. Thus hypothesis (3) of Theorem 4.2 is satisfied.

Clearly hypothesis (1) and (2) of the same theorem are satisfied.  Hence the con-

clusion follows.

Consider a natural application of Theorem 5.2  Let <¿> be a C°°  function

on R possessing bounded derivatives of all orders with (Bf)(x) = y(x)f(x).

Here, let qmr = max{pmn: n < r}, observing that  G as above is still of class

(C0, 1).  Then a combination of Leibniz rule and Schwarz inequality calculation

shows that qmr(Bf)<,Mrqmr(f) so that A+B generates a (C0, 1) semigroup.

Consider another application.  Take the operator

¿ + P(*) | +<?(*)

on  S  with p and q possessing bounded derivatives of all orders.  It is not

difficult to see that d2/dx2  generates a (C0, 1)  semigroup on  S.  Now set

^x)=-\jx(P(x))-^t + q(x).

ip as above possesses bounded derivatives of all orders.  It follows similarly that

A = d2/dx2 + if(x) generates a (C0, 1)  semigroup.  Set

(-£)>)&)X(*) = exp

Then from elementary calculus x and"  X-1   are C°°   functions with bounded

derivatives of all orders.  Observe that if A  generates a (C0, 1)  semigroup JP(£)

on  S  and g G S  is such that g~1   and every derivative of g are bounded

then gAg  defined by
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gAgf=gAig-1f) with D^Ag)= {fES:g~lfEDiA)}

also generates a (C0, 1) semigroup  7Tjf) given by  r(£|/= gP(i-)(g-~ */) (cf.

[1, Theorem 5.34]). We therefore conclude that

generates a (C0, 1)  semigroup.
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